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Initial Assessment Bat Survey 

 

Summary of Recommendations 

If bats, evidence of their activity and suitable locations for roosting bats, are all 

absent from the site, then no further visits are normally required. Otherwise, a single, 

daytime initial assessment, in which no bats were found, is not normally considered 

sufficient (Hundt 2012). 

Taking into consideration the desk study and site survey findings, this report 

concludes that the proposed development of the site presents a low probability of 

harm to bats. 
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The Company and Contact Information 

Established in 2005, Arbtech Consulting Limited provides arboricultural and ecological 

consultancy services in respect to planning and development, throughout the UK. 

Tel 0800 072 5596 

@ email@arbtech.co.uk 

Web www.arbtech.co.uk 

The Surveyor 

The surveyor and principal author of this report is Jo Gregory BA (Hons), MSc 

GradIEEM.  

Bat Licence Number 

England: 20122461. 

Wales: 39248. 

Scotland: 13660. 

The Client 

The client is Papplewick Pumping Station Trust. 

The Site of Proposed Development 

The client is preparing a planning application to build an extension incorporating an 

education, exhibition and community centre onto the existing linby winder shed at 

Papplewick Pumping Station, Rigg Lane, Ravenshead, Nottingham NG15 9AJ.  

The Survey Brief 

The client has commissioned Arbtech to undertake a scoping bat survey; referring to a 

method of ecological assessment outlined in the Bat Conservation Trust publication 

Bat Surveys—Good Practice Guidelines authored by L. Hundt, 2012. 

These guidelines state that the aim of the initial assessment bat survey is to observe 

and catalogue “informing and identifying the type and extent of further bat survey 

work needed (if any)” (Hundt 2012).  

http://www.arbtech.co.uk/
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Data Searches 

The author’s preparation of this report has been assisted by a search of the National 

Biodiversity Network Gateway. 

No other data searches or desk study has been undertaken. 

Date of the Survey 

26 February 2013. 

Seasonality 

This type of assessment can be conducted at any time of year.  

Informative 

Table 1: Summary of Pertinent Legislation and Planning Policy Relevant to the 

Protection of Bats in the UK 

This table is adapted from Table 2.1 and Section 2.5 of the Bat Surveys—Good 

Practice Guidelines (Hundt, 2012). 

Location of Roost  Transposing EC Habitats 
Directive 

Other Relevant Legislation Planning Policy 

England Conservation of Habitats 
and Species Regulations 
2010. 

Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 as amended. 

Countrywide and Rights of 
Way Act 2000. 
Natural Environment and 
Rural Communities Act 
2006. 

National Planning Policy 
Framework (“NPPF”). 

Wales Conservation of Habitats 
and Species Regulations 
2010. 

Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 as amended. 

Countrywide and Rights of 
Way Act 2000. 
Natural Environment and 
Rural Communities Act 
2006. 

Technical Advice Note 
(“TAN”) 5. 

Scotland Conservation (Natural 
Habitat & c.) Regulations 
1994 as amended. 

Wildlife and Countryside 
Act 1981 as amended. 

The Nature conservation 
(Scotland) Act 2004. 

National Planning Policy 
Guidance (“NPPG”) 14 and 
Planning Advice Note 
(“PAN”) 60. 

 

Cumulatively, this legislation makes it illegal to: 

 Intentionally or deliberately kill, injure or capture bats. 

 Deliberately disturb bats, whether at roost or not. 
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 Damage, destroy or obstruct access to bat roosts. 

 Possess or transport a bat or any part of a bat, unless acquired legally. 

 Sell, barter or exchange bats, or any part of a bat. 

A bat roost is defined by Hundt (2012) as “the resting place of a bat”. Generally 

however, the word roost is interpreted to mean “any structure or place, which any 

wild bat uses for shelter or protection.”  
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The Survey Methodology 

In order to fully assess the potential value of bat habitat at the site, the surveyor has 

observed the widely accepted industry best practice standard; set out in the Bat 

Conservation Trust publication Bat Surveys—Good Practice Guidelines (Hundt 2012). 

The survey includes for a thorough internal and external inspection of all buildings 

(and trees) referred to in the Survey Results section of this report for cracks, holes, 

cavities and voids in buildings and cracks, fissures and voids in trees. 

Inspections are both internal and external, making use of torches, ladders, 

endoscopes, mirrors, binoculars and cameras where appropriate to do so. 

An initial assessment bat survey is performed during daylight hours and provides an 

opportunity to exclude the need for further survey work, if the following triggers can 

be confirmed absent from the site of proposed development: 

 Bats. 

 Evidence of recent bat activity e.g. droppings, prey remains, urine staining. 

 Features suitable for roosting. 

If bats, evidence of their recent activity and or features suitable for roosting cannot 

be confirmed absent from the site of proposed development, this report will make 

recommendations for further survey work and or design mitigation, where this is 

consistent with the Hundt (2012) and considered appropriate by the surveyor in the 

context of the proposed development. 

Recommendations for further survey work may include “emergence surveys” (Hundt 

2012) which enable e.g. apertures through which roosts are accessed, population 

numbers and species to be identified and quantified. Essentially, the survey is 

designed so that with confidence, the surveyor can confirm bats to be present, 

indeterminate or absent. 
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Bat Potential and Habitat Value 

Table 2: Bat roost habitat value assessment criteria, adapted from the Bat Surveys—

Good Practice Guidelines (Hundt 2012). 

Bat Habitat Value Trigger or Description 

Confirmed Bat Presence Bats are found to be present during the survey. 

Evidence of bats is found to be present during the survey. 

Bats heard ‘chattering’ inside a roost on a warm day or at dusk. 

Significant Habitat Value Buildings, trees or other structures with features of particular significance for 
roosting bats e.g. mines, caves, tunnels, icehouses and cellars. 

Habitat of high quality for foraging bats e.g. broadleaved woodland, tree-lined 
watercourses and grazed parkland. 

Site is connected with the wider landscape by strong linear features that would be 
used by commuting bats e.g. river and or stream valleys and hedgerows. 

Site is proximate to known roosts. 

Moderate Habitat Value 

 

Several potential roosts in buildings, trees or other structures. 

Habitat could be used by foraging bats e.g. trees, shrub, grassland or water. 

Site is connected with the wider landscape by linear features that could be used by 
commuting bats e.g. lines of trees and scrub or linked back gardens. 

Low Habitat Value A small number of potential roosts, most likely less significant roosts.  

Isolated habitat for foraging e.g. a lone tree or patch of scrub but not parkland. 

An isolated site not connected by prominent linear features. 

Negligible Habitat Value No features suitable for roosting, minor foraging or commuting. 

 

Table 2 (above) presents a scale continuum adapted from Hundt (2012) against which 

the significance of habitat value and roosting opportunities at the site can be graded. 

By referring to this continuum and using their expert judgment, surveyors classify 

features of buildings or trees as representing low, medium or high value as habitat for 

bats.   



Survey Results 

Table 3: The Desk Study Results 

Desk Study 
Records 

A study of data from the National Biodiversity Network Gateway for the grid square (SK55) SK582520 has informed the preparation of this 
report. 

No other data set has been consulted. 

Notes on the 
Local 
Environment 

The site is surrounded by woodland and open farmland in the immediate vicinity. Extensive woodland (Sansom Wood) is located approx. 
367m away to the northeast and approx. 101m to the east. Further woodland is located approx. 952m to the west (Forest Farm), approx. 
618m to the northwest of the site (Longdale Plantation), and approx. 294m to the south of the site (Great Burntstump Plantation leading 
to Burntstump Country Park). Open water is located within the site itself in the form of a large ornamental pond. A further large pond is 
located and approx. 200m to the northeast, and a small pond is located in the centre of an arable field approx. 565m to the southwest of 
the site.  Fields are located approx. 1001m to the east, approx. 782m to the southeast, approx. 1162m to the south, approx. 119m to the 
southwest, approx. 179m to the west and approx. 137m to the northwest of the site. Hedgerows and tree-lined roads are located 
immediately adjacent to the site offering commuting routes to and from the woodland and other foraging areas.  

Weather conditions at time of survey:  

Temperature: 5.4˚C. 

Cloud Cover: 100%. 

Precipitation: None. 

Wind: 2/8. 
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Table 4: The Site Survey Results 

Buildings and trees are referred to by number, in accordance with the sketch plan at Appendix I. 

Reference 
Number 

Habitat Value 

Table 2 
Refers 

Description of Roosting Features 

Access to Roosting Features 

Confirmation of Bat Presence 

B1 Negligible 
Habitat Value 

A large open plan two storey building containing the ‘engine 
winder house’ exhibition. Constructed of corrugated sheet 
metal which is in good condition. Two wooden fire doors 
which are tight fitting are present on the southeast 
elevation. A large glass paned window is also present on the 
southeast elevation which is wood framed and tight fitting. 
The main entrance to the building is an electric rolling metal 
shutter located on the northwest elevation and this is tight 
fitting. The roof comprises of corrugated sheet metal with 
minor gaps present along the guttering on the southwest and 
northeast elevations, however these gaps do not provide 
access to the building interior, and are unsuitable for 
roosting bats.  

No evidence of use by bats could be located internally or 
externally.  

No features suitable for roosting bats could be located 
internally or externally due to the building being 
constructed of metal.  

 

Trees Negligible 
Habitat Value 

A children’s play area is located immediately adjacent to 
the building with several oak (Quercus spp.), common beech 
(Fagus purpurea), pine (Pinus spp.), and sycamore (Acer 
psuedoplatanus) tree species.  Several of these trees will be 
removed however none of these trees have matured 
sufficiently to develop features that could be utilized by 
roosting bats e.g. cracks, splits, hollows etc. 

No evidence of use by bats could be located internally or 
externally.  

No features suitable for roosting bats could be located. 

 
 

Any additional notes: 

Left Blank. 

 



Conclusions 

Table 5: Summary of Conclusions 

Reference Habitat Value 

[Table 2 
refers]

 
 

Are emergence survey works necessary?
 1

 Best Estimate of 
Roost Type 

B5 Confirmed  

Significant  

Moderate  

Low  

Negligible  

No. The evidence gathered during this initial assessment 
implies that there is an acceptably low probability (risk) of 
harm to bats if the development is allowed to progress 
without further surveys. 

In the highly unlikely event bats are found during the 
development, work should stop and further advice sought 
from an experienced, licensed bat ecologist. 

Transitional  

Maternity  

Hibernation  

 
Check boxes are left 
blank if Habitat 
Value is ‘negligible’. 

 

 

                                         
1 Hundt (2012) states that “If a building or built structure is considered to have a moderate or high likelihood of 

use by bats, the preliminary roost assessment, even if negative for bats, should be followed by several 

presence/absence surveys.” 
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Recommendations 

The surveyor has used the industry best practice publication Bat Surveys—Good 

Practice Guidelines (Hundt 2012) to guide the following conclusions and 

recommendations of this report. 

Table 6: Specification for Further Surveys 

Reference Specification for Surveys 
2
 Seasonality for Emergence 

Surveys 

B5 No further surveys. 

 

Optimal: 
Mid May to August 
inclusive. 
 
Sub-optimal: 
May to September inclusive 
– will require a greater 
survey effort and 
justification. 
 

 
The purpose of further surveys is to determine the species of bats, their population 

and the type of roost – or to confirm a negative result beyond doubt. 

If the further surveys positively identify bats roosting at the site, the results will 

enable the client to design appropriate mitigation and if necessary, apply for a 

European protected species licence. 

  

 

                                         
2 If bats are discovered emerging from any of the buildings during surveys, the survey effort may need to be 

appropriately increased pursuant to table 8.5, Bat Surveys—Good Practice Guidelines (Hundt 2012). 
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Document Production and Approval 

Status Issue Surveyor Date 

Draft 1 J Gregory 27/02/2013 

Final 2 J Gregory 27/02/2013 

    

    

 

Limitations 

Arbtech Consulting Ltd has prepared this report for the sole use of the above named 

Client or his agents in accordance with our General Terms and Conditions, under 

which our services are performed. It is expressly stated that no other warranty, 

expressed or implied, is made as to the professional advice included in this Report or 

any other services provided by us. This report may not be relied upon by any other 

party without the prior and express written agreement of Arbtech Consulting Limited. 

The assessments made assume that the sites and facilities will continue to be used for 

their current purpose without significant change. The conclusions and 

recommendations contained in this report are based upon information provided by 

third parties. Information obtained from third parties has not been independently 

verified by Arbtech Consulting Limited. 

Copyright 

© This report is the copyright of Arbtech Consulting Limited. Any unauthorised 

reproduction or usage by any person other than the addressee is strictly prohibited. 
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Appendix 1 Plan 
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Appendix 2 Photos 

 

 
Figure 1 Southeast and southwest elevations (B1). 

 

 
Figure 2 Southeast and northeast elevations (B1). 
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Figure 3 Northwest elevation (B1). 

 

 
Figure 4 Interior (B1). 
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Figure 5 Interior (B1). 

 

 
Figure 6 Interior roof (B1). 
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Figure 7 Example of the trees to be removed. 

 
 


